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In the 1937 Tamanawas we have tried to capture and set apart for you 
one year at Puget Sound. To bring to mind vivid memories we have attempted 
to duplicate in black and white the high lights and familiar scenes of that 
year. To the students of the College we dedicate this book. 
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TAKE THE CUE 
THE DRAMA of life makes everyone living a player, and each is assigned to take the spotlight in turn. Mostof the time, however, each player has a minor part or is a backstage hand. Whatever roles he plays, of 
necessity he must take the cue when it is given or the drama becomes a tragedy. 
The Tamanawas of 1937 gives the Student Body the spotlight in the act of "Student Life.'.' The other 
players are the community, parents, trustees and faculty. 
There comes to my mind another act in the drama of life which occurred years ago. The stage was the 
then plains of Central Washington. The setting consisted of sagebrush, wild horses, skulking coy9tes and snakes. 
The wagon trail wound hither and yon, with a good many branches, which made it hard to follow the one that 
we desired to take. 
The players were eight men and two boys. Each player was assigned a position of chief. This gave him the 
spotlight in turn in the making and breaking of camp. One was commander-in-chief. Another was chief cook, 
another chief tent lifter, another chief dish washer, etc. The play went on for six days. No matter who was in 
command, each and every member of the �ast was busy. 
The equipment for the cast was one light wagon, a spring wagon and a saddle horse. You can rest 
assured that that act in the play of life has never been forgotten by the players. The six days of travel 
together was thrilling, dutl, and sometimes actually boring, but that made no difference.. It was all one 
harmonious act which brought pleasure to every member of the party. 
An entirely new act of "College Life" wil occur nzxt year. It will be called FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY 
CELEBRATION. The lines are being .written. The players will be the usual cast of "College Life." The writers 
of the lines are providing spotlight appearances for each and every member of that cast. If those lines are 
well learned and if each player takes the cue when it is given, the act will be a great success. We feel sure 
that when the words "All set! Go!" are spoken, each individual in each group will b«:, on his toes and the play 
will go on to a glorious climax. -EDWARD H. TODD. 
TO THE SENIORS we wish a "Happy Commence-ment." Absolute beginning, of course, do not occur 
in nature, physical or human. To pick out certain points 
as beginnings or ends, and to attach unusual importance 
to them as the start or finish of something, is more a 
matter of wish and of effort than of fact. No matter 
how new a New Year and its resolutions may be, they 
bear close relation and resemblance to what has gone 
before. So, life doesn't begin at Commencement, but 
goes on in the way which it has learned through exper-
ience and training. Fortunately it does! Accordingly, 
even though the time of leaving college is one of con-
siderable change, the College does not merely wish you 
success, but confidently expects it for you because you 
do not now have to commence, but began some time 
ago, the love of truth, the quest for knowledge, and the 
practice of inquiry. We say "Good luck, not with 
reference to a finish or to a commencement, but to a 
contjnuance. -JOHN. D. REGESTER. 
DEAN OF WOMEN 
DEAN OF MEN 
A RECENT SURVEY, conducted to determine what adults really want to study, revealed that the 
prime interest 1s health and the second interest is the 
development of skill in human relationships. Activities 
in the student world recognize the same objectives. If 
conducted wisely, these activities will be re-creation; if 
not, we defeat our owr. best purposes-we burn out our 
e~thusiasms, wear out our energies, and sum up ambition 
for our post-graduation years in the jingle : 
"I wish I was a little rock 
A-sittin' on a hill 
I wouldn't eat, I wouldn't sleep, 
I wouldn't even wash. 
I'd just sit still a thousand years 
And rest myself, by gosh!" 
Certainly participation in student affairs should teach 
us the technique of getting along with people and the 
value of co-operation-a most important quality in the 
increasing complexity of our social environment. 
If these affairs with which we fill our days (and 
nights) are ·really worthwhile in developing our person-
alities and in fitting us to take places of leadership in 
the communities in which we live, perhaps we should 
like to accept another beatitude, suggested by a friend of 
miric- . .;Blessed is the man who helpeth to make things 
go. -LYLE DRUSHEL. 
Le/ t to right-
ADMINISTRATION : Charles Robbins, A. B ., Bursar; Christian Miller, A. M ., Registrar, German; Dr. Edward H. Todd, 
President; John Regester, Ph. D., Dean of Men, Philosophy . 
J.~ t I f, J ri .:,I) : 
SCJENCI: : fr:rnce s Bjorkman. Riologr; Dr. S. F. Herrmann. M . D .. Ph. D .. PLysiologr and Medical Advi,rr: James Slatrr, A. M .. 
Biology· R.)l, crt Sinclair. Ph . D., Psychology; Frrderick McMillin. M. S .. Geology, Chemistry; Foster Ailen, ChC\mistry; F::l,ic 
RPnthein. A. B .. Home Economics; Blanche Stevens, M. S., Home Economics; Mrs. Ceder, Home Nursing; Arthur Mart11i. 
Ph D . !\-htl .. ·:natics. 
!.-·ft lo ri.~l,t 
OFFICfAL: Carol Angst, SHrrtary to thr Bursar: Grace Johnson. Promotion Office Secretary; _ Mrs Raymond Seward. Secretary to the 
Pn•sid~nt: Edna \'v' arn•n Chrnry. Assistant to th,. Registrar; Doris Fickel. H. S ., Assistant Librarian; Faith Simpson. 
I <ft t,, ri.i;ht-
\X'alfrr Scott Da\'is. A. M .. H"tor\' , Political S,i,·na: Julius P . Jaq::.-r. Ph. D .. English : Christian J\,lilh·r . G,•rman: Ell,·n· Capm . M . 
B. A. Bu,inrss AJmini,tration . h ·onomi,s: Loui, Grant. A. R. Ph,· , i,al l:...!ll<allon: Dororl11· Punderson, A. 1\1.. Frrnch : !vlelvin 
Kohler . B. F. A .. Art: l\lan·1n R. Sch.1tn. Ph. D .. Snciolog,·: R,,l,l'rt Smith. Pipr 0:-gon: John Rri:r.strr. Philo,ophr: l\larjorir 
Jrnkins. Ph\'sic.11 !:duration: I.de SchdmiJin,·. A. J\,I .. Hist ,,,., an,l Political Sc1rncr. 
Tho"• not app,•arinf: in p,ttun• 111duJ,•: Chari,•, T. Battin. F'conomi,,: John Paul Brnn,·tt. D1r,•ctor of thr Consrr\'atorr and Voice: 
Coolidg,· Otis Chapman. Ph. D .. l:ngli,h: Arthur Frrd,•rick. A .ll.l.. R,·ligious Edui·at1on: Amon· Hav1ws. B. S .. Engineering, 
Dra"·ing, Scirn•1·111g: 0. F. Hit,·. :\. I\I.. l'Ju<.1t1cn: \X',., I,·\' HunnPr. A. B .. Jm1rnali,111 . f'nglish: uonard Jarohsrn, B. M .. 
P1.1noton,·: 1\.1.,rtha Pl'arl Jon,•.,. A. 1\1.. Sp,•Pch: \Varn•n Prr:T. :\. :\I.. L,hrari.m: Rannond L. Powell. Ph. D .. Ps}·chology; 
f\,•rtha Rohhins. Ph. D .. Spanish: Ro\' Sandhng. Head Coa:h. d1rl'<tnr of Athl,•tio: R~rmond Seward. Ph. D .. Physcis; Warren 
Tomlin,on. Ph. D .. G.'rman : LinJ.1 \':111 Nord,·n. A. 1\1 .. f:n!:li,11. Fr,·11,h: Samuel \X'rir. Ph. D .. Education;Edgar Wheeler, 
:\. M .. B. D .. R,·l1giou, Education. 
JOHN COCHRAN, President 
CPS ALUMNI 
THE AFFAIRS of the College of Puget Sound Alumni Association have been handled during the past year by the foUowing officers: President, John Cochran; vice president, Mrs. Robert Strobel; secretary,_ Mrs. Carl Scheyer; treas-
urer, Franklin Johnson and executive secretary, Arthur Linn. The governing body of the association is made up of the 
above officers· and the following directors: Charles Anderson, Dorothy Foxwell, Ensley Llewellyn, Robert Strobel, Darrel 
Thomas, Mary Louise Wortman. 
The "Puget Sound Alumnus" is the official publication of the association. It is edited by the executive secretary 
and is issued four times during the school year. The magazine contains 20 pages and is mailed to approximately 2800 
alumni and friends of the College in all parts of the United States and in several foreign countries. 
Thirteen local groups are functioning in various sections of the United States, including Seattle, Puyallup, What-
com-Skagit county, Thurston-Mason county, Lewis county and Grays Harbor county in Washington; Portland, Oregon; 
Chicago, Illinois; Boston, Massachusetts; Washington, D. C ; New York City; Norther;, California and southern California. 
These groups have met for at least one reunion during the year. 
The Alumni Association held its annual Homecoming banquet in Hotel Winthrop last fall. Approximately 125 grads 
came back for the occasion and enjoyed an evening of fellowship and entertainment. 
During the year the association carried on its annual Alumni Loyalty Share Fund drive under the leadership of the 
treasurer, Mr. Johnson. Severa l hundred alumni living in Tacoma and vicinity were called upon for contributions. 
On Commencement Day, June 7, the second annual Alumni 
College will be held. This feature was started last year and proved 
highly successful.. The program will consist of lectures and dis-
cussions on topics of interest to the almuni. Members of the 
regular College faculty will handle the work. 
Work on the organization of the four q4adrants was completed 
with the appointment of four secretaries and four chairmen to 
supervise the carrying out of the quadrant tradition, a feature 
that no other institution possesses. 
The Alumni Association is now well established and through 
its program is working for the mutual benefit of the College and 
the almuni. 
TO THE ·1937 GRADUATES: Congratulations, and welcome to 
membership in the Atumni Association. 
ARTHUR LINN, Secretary 
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DOROTHY BELLE HARISS 
MAURICE WEBSTER j. 
CENTRAL BOARD 
STUDENT GOVERNMENT at CPS is controlled by "Central Board," a representative body of the students themselves. It consists of the president, vice-president and secretary elected from the junior class to serve during their senior 
year; two representatives to Central Broad from each dass are elected; one in the school election, and the other in class 
election; and also a representative of the Alumni association. The faculty advisers are 0. Floyd Hite, general manager, 
Charles A. Robbins, bursar, and Dr. John D. Regester, Dean. 
Central Board directs activities and funds of the Associated Students. It has the legisl3-!"ive authority in the constitu-
tion of the ASCPS. "It enforces traditions and confers awards and honors. Student committees and managers of activities 
are directly resp"onsibl~ to Central Board. 
CENTRAL BOARD 
Left to right: Virginia Smyth, Valen Honeywell, Lora Bryning, Marjorie McGilvrey, Mr. Hite, Dorothy Belle 
l-Iarris, Dr. Regester, Dorothy Ann Simpson, Martin Nelson, Helen Stalwick, Jim Docherty, John Slipp. 
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c::£ enictJ-
SYLVIA ASP, Science major, Lambda Sigma 
Chi, W AA, Bachelor of Science. 
MARGRETE KRISTINE ANDERSON, Home 
Economics, Kappa Sigma Theta, University of 
Washington, 2 years, Bachelor of Science. 
ELDON ANDERSEN, Tennis, President, Chi 
Pi Sigma, Dramatics, YMCA, Adelphian 
Chorus, Bachelor of Science. 
HERBERT E. ARNTSON, Sigma Zeta Ep-
silon, Alpha Phi Gamma, president; Editor 
of Tide; Tide Staff; Writers' Club; Psychol-
ogy Club; Band; Oratoric Orchestra ( 1931) ; 
honor roll; All college orchestra ( 19 3 5) ; 
Bachelor of Arts. 
D~ VE ALLING, Delta Kappa Phi, vice-pres-
ident .~nd treasurer; Dramatics, Debate, 1, 2, 
3; Skung, 2, 3, 4; I11tramural Athletics 1, 2 
,3, 4; Trail Staff; Tamanawas; Inter-fratern-
ity Council; Campus Day Activities. 
MARTHA BUCKLEY, Literature; Kappa Sig-
ma Theta; Secretary of _Otlah, 4; Representa-
tive to Women's Federation, 4; Secretary of 
Ski Club 4; WAA; Mu Sigma Delta; Bach-
~lor of Arts. 
ELIZABETH BUTLER: Home Economics; 
Delta Alpha Gamma; Art Club, 1, 2, 3; 
YWCA; Inter sorority athletics; Bachelot of 
Arts. 
F. STANLEY BIXELL, B. A. 
HARWOOD BANNISTER: Business Admin-
istration; Delta Kappa Phi, president, 4; Pi 
Kappa Delta, president 4; Pi Gamma Mu, 
president 4; Oratory; Burmeister oratory con-
test winner; Intercollegiate extemporaneous, 2, 
4; Varsity debate; Mu Sigma Delta; Honor 
Roll; Ski Team 3; Dramatics; Inter-fraternity 
council, president 4; Student affairs commit-
t~e, 4; Chairman, fall campus day 4; CPS 
Extemperaneous contest 4; Central Board, 2; 
Debate manager, 3; B. A. 
LORA BRYNING: French, Delta Alpha 
Gamma, president, 4; Varsity dezate; Bur-
meister oratorical contest; first place CPS 
extemporaneous contest, 4; second place Pa-
cific Coast collegiate extemporaneous speak-
ing, 3; ,Kappa Phi, vice-president, 2; Mu 
Sigma Delta; Pi Gamma Mu; Otlah; Spurs; 
YWCA; French Club, president, 4; drama-
tics; inter-sorority council; honor roll; win-
ner freshman scholarship prize, I ; Pi Kappa 
Delta; President's scholarship cup, 2; 
Women's Federation, 2; Chapel committee, 
secretary, 3; Central Board, 4; May Day 
attendant, 4; B. A. 
EUGENE BURGOYNE: Chemistry; transfer 
from P. L. C.; Varsity tennis, 3, 4; Var-
sity baseball, 4; Sigma Mu Chi; B. S. 
EDWIN BURKLAND: Business Administra-
tion; baseball, 1, 2, 3, 4; Lettermen's Club; 
Pi Gamma Mu; Sergeant-at-arms of Senior 
Class; Baseball Inspirational Trophy, 3; 
Honor Roll, 2; Interfraternity Council, 4; 
President of Sigma Mu Chi; B. A. 
AUGUSTINE ELIAS BETZ, JR.: Political 
Science; Alpha Ghi Nu; B. -A. 
WAYNE ALBERT BRIES: Business Admin-
istration; football, 2, 3, 4; baseball; B. A. 
ALBERT COZZA.: Chemistry; Delta Pi Omi-
cron; Chi Pi Sigma; B. S. 
MARVIN CARTER: History; Men's Glee 
Club; Adelphian Chorus; stage manager; 
Dramatics; . soloist in Messiah; Independent 
athletic manager; B. A. 
STANLEY .DISHER: Business Administration; 
Pi Gamma Mu; B. A. 
FLORAMAE DA VIS: Home Economics; Spurs; 
Otlah; W AA, 1, 2, 3, 4; presdient, 4; 
national convention delegate, 3; Kappa Phi, 
secretary, 2; social chairman, 3; vice-
president, 4; Pi Gamma Mu; _La Mesa Re-
donda · Inter - sorority council; YWCA; 
Wom~n's Federation, president, 4; Delta Al-
pha Gamma; B. A. 
GAIL DAY: Economics; Otlah; Inter-sorority 
council. 2, 3; YWCA; \Vernen's Federation, 
4; Ad~lµhian Chorus; Dramatics; Honor Roll; 
La Mesa Redonda; Semor class secretary; 
Kappa Sigma Theta; B. A. 
MARY FAY FULTON: Physical Education; 
Spurs; YWCA; WAA, !, 2, 3, 4; Women's 
Athletic Manager, 4; Ski Club, Delta Al-
pha Gamma; B. A. 
WALTER 0. FAWCETT: Business Admin-
istration; B. A. 
E. M. FILBERT: Bachelor of Arts. 
MARY JANE FINKE: German, Tumbling. 1~ 
Adelphian Choral Society, 1, 2; Writers 
Club, 2, 3, 4; Tide, 3, 4; German Club; 
Alpha . Psi Chi; Mu Sigma Delta; Otlah; 
Delta Alpha Gamma; Honor Roll; Bachelor 
of Arts. 
SABURO FUJITA: Business Administration; 
Baseb,ill, I, 2; Honor roll; Lettermen's Club, 
B. A 
JOANN GRANT: Sociology; D·:i.matics. I, 
. 2, 3. 4; Adelphian Choral, 1, 2; Trail, 2, 3; 
YWCA; Theta Alpha Phi; Delta Alpha 
Gamma; B. A. 
HENRY BAKER GRAHAM: German; Letter 
men's Club; German Club; Delta Pi Omi 
cro:-i; B. A. 
HARRIET GARTLEY: Sociology; Kapoa Phi; 
WAA. 1, 2, 3, 4; YWCA; Alpha Psi 
Chi; B. A. 
JANE GEBERT: Psychology; YWCA, cabinet 
1, 2; Alpha Psi Chi; W AA; Inter-sor-orit1 
council; Varsity ball queen, 4; Spurs; Tam 
anawas, 2, 3; Kappa Sigma Theta; B. A 
MAURINE HENDERSON: English Litera-
ture; Otlah; YWCA. president, 4; Spurs, 
president, 2; Debate; Otatory; Trail, l, 2, 3; 
Editor, 4; Mu Sigma Delta; International 
Relations Club, president, 3; AAUW award; 
.T uni or reorescntative to Central Board; News 
Bureau; B. A. 
GLADYS HARDING: Speech; Dramatics, l, 
2. 3, 4; Theta Alpha Phi; Spurs; Kappa 
Phi. 2. 3, 4; Adelohian Choral, 2, 3, 4; 
YWCA; Student Affairs. 3, 4; May Queen 
attendant, 4; Duchess: 3; Bachelor of Fine 
Arts, 
TSA BELLE LYNN HUDSON : French; Otlah; 
Mu Sigma Delta; W AA; four year Letter 
,rn,••·~: Honor Roll: French Scholarship, 3, 4; 
YWCA: French Club, 4; Inter-sorority ath-
letics, l. 2, 3, 4; Delta Alpha Gamma; 
Central Board, 3; B. A. 
DOROTHY BELLE HARRISS: Dramatics; 
English Litenture; Dramatics, l, 2, 3, 4; 
YWCA; Mu Sigma Delta; Otlah; Spurs; 
L:i. Mesa Redonda; Kappa Sigma Theta; Pres-
ident of ASCPS; B. A . 
LONA HUSEBY: Music; Lambda Chi; B. A. 
JOHN ROBERT HAZEN: Business Admin-
ist~ation: Adelphian Choral society, soloist, 
2. 3; Campus Day dance committee; Sopho-
r,,ore class treasurer; Mesisah , 1, 2, 3, 4; 
rhapel committee; Mu Sigma Delta; Sigma 
Zeta Epsilon; B. A. 
CLARENCE JOHNSON: Biology; Inter-
fraternity council; Adelphian Choru:,; Sigma 
Mu Chi, president; ·B. A. 
CARL KUHL: Economics; Alpha Phi Gamma; 
Trail staff; Senior ball chairman; Tennis; 
Tnter-fraternity council; honor roll; Sigm. 
Mu Chi; B. A. 
JACK FOSTER KIMBALL: Business. Admin-
istration· Football, l, 2, 3, 4; Junior class 
presiden;; Delta Pi Omicron, president; B. A. 
HOW ARD HASS: Business Administration; 
Lettermen's club;· Golf, 2, 3, 4; Football, 
2, 3, 4; Tamanawas, 3; Inter-fraternity, 2, 3; 
vice-president Senior class, 36; Delta Pi Omi-
cron, president; B. A. 
FRANCIS GUHR: Alpha Chi Nu; Graduate 
student. 
BETTIE FOX KRESS: English Literature; 
Spurs; Inter-sorority council; Delta Alpha 
Gamma, president; Secretary ASCPS, 34; 
B. A. 
BARBARA LONG: English Literature; Kappa 
Phi; Tricolore; YWCA; Delta Alpha 
Gamma; B. A. 
JOHN H. LEIK: Business Administration; Pi 
Kappa Delta; Debate, 1, 2, 3, 4; won Bur-
meister Oratory, 3; Extemporaneous, 4; Lin-
field Extemporaneous, 4; Extemporaneous and 
Oratory at Houston; Sports Editor Trail, 2: 
Dramatics, I, 2, 3; Ski team, 3; Chapel 
committee, 2; Honor roll; Inter-fraternity 
council president, 3; Debate manager, 3; 
Alpha Chi Nu president, 3; B. A. . 
CLAYTON LUPTON: Art; Dramatics; Cam-
pus Playcrafters; Tracie; Art club; Inde-
pendent; Dramatic Manager, 4; B. A. 
RODNEY S. LYTLE: 
Inter-fraternity council; 
president, 4; Student 
B; A. 
CHARLES F. Mac LEAN: Psychology; Sigma 
Mu Chi; Alpha Psi Chi; Pi Gamma Mu; 
Trail, 2, 3, 4; Adelphian; Band; Debate, 4; 
Art club; B. A. 
American History ; 
Delta Pi Omicron, 
Affairs committee; 
MARJORIE JANICE McGILVREY:-· English 
Composition; Adelphian Chorus, 1, 2, 3, 4; 
Dramatics; May Day duchess, I; YWCA 
cabinet, 3; Inter-sorority council, 3; Home-
coming dance chairman, 3; All-College party 
chairman, 3; Central Board, 4·; Finance 
committee, 4; Chapel committee, 4; Pub.. 
licity, Tolo, 4; Delta Alpha Gamma, presi-
dent, 3; B. A. 
JACK MORLOCK, B. A. 
DOROTHY NEWELL: Psychology; WAA; 
YWCA; Kappa Phi; Alpha Psi Chi; B. A. 
MARTIN E. NELSON: Mathematics; Letter-
men's club; President Junior class; Mu 
Sigma Delta; Vice-president Freshman class; 
Football, 1, 2; Sigma Zeta Epsilon presi-
dent, 4; Senior representative to Central 
Board; B. S . 
WALLA CE POTUCEK: Business Administra-
tion; Band; Ad,elphian Chorus; Sigma Mu 
Chi; B. A . 
JESSAMINE PUGH: Sociology; Dramatics, 
2, 3; YWCA; Lambda Sigma Chi; B. A . 
EMARY B. PIPER: Business Administration; 
Football. 1, 2, 3, 4; Track, 2, 3, 4; Basket-
ball, I; Sophomore class president; Senior 
class president; Lettermen's club, secretary, 
3; president, 4; Honor roll; Football scholar-
ship trophy; Sigma Zeta Epsilon; B. A. 
FAY POTTER: Bachelor of Arts; English Lit-
erature. 
MARJORIE RANCK: French: Otlah; YWCA: 
secretary, 3; vice-president, 4; Writers' club, 
president, 4; Tide editor, 4; La Mesa Re-
donda, treasurer, 3; Trail, 1, 2; Alpha Phi 
Gamma; Mu Sigma Delta; Kappa Sigma 
Theta; B. A. 
AMOS REID: Education; History; Inter-
fraternity council; Alpha Chi Nu; B. A. 
IDA LARSON: Otlah; . Mu Sigma Delta 
Kappa Phi, president; WAA, secretary, 4 
International Relations club, vice-president 
Debate, 3; Adelphian Chorus; Spurs 
YWCA; B. A. 
WILLIAM J. RAVE: Chemir.try; Chi Pi 
Sigma, 2, 3, 4; Track, 2; Trail, 3; lab 
assistant, 2, 3; B. S. 
DOROTHY ANN SIMPSON: History; Kappa 
Sigma Theta president, 4; May Queen; In-
ternatronal Relations club, president, 4; 
Otlah; Spurs; Pi Gamma Mu; Mu Sigma 
Delta; Student Affairs committee; Inter-
sorority council, 3, 4; president, 4; Chapel 
committee, 4; Dramatics; Honor roll; Sec: 
retary ASCPS; B. A. 
KATHARYN SHRUM: Chemistry; Kappa 
Phi; Qtlah; International Relations dub; lab 
assitsant scholarship; B. S. 
RALPH SANDVIGEN: Baslcetball; Sigma 
Zeta Epsilon; B. A. 
MARY SORENSON: Music; Adelphian 
Chorus; Kappa Phi; YWCA; B. A. 
ELIZABETH SIMPSON: Speech; YWCA; 
Dramatics, I, 2, 3. 4; Kappa Sigma Theta; 
B. A. 
PHYLLIS MARIE SW ANSON: Pre-medic; 
Trail; Copy Editor, l; Society Editor, 2, 3, 4; 
Alpha Phi Gamma, 2, 3; program chair-
man, 4; Tamanawas, 1; Associate Editor, 2, 
3; Editor, 4; Vice-president Pschology club, 
3; Inter-sorority council, 3; president, 4; 
Student Affairs committee, 4; Publications 
council, 4; YWCA; Honor roll; Otlah: 
Senior duchess; Senior ball committee; P•i 
Gamma Mu: Lambda Sigma Chi; B. A. 
ROBERT SWAN: Chemistry; Tennis; B. S. 
OTTO SMITH: Education; Baseball, I. 2, 3: 
Baslcetball. I: captain, 2, 3. 4; Lettermen•~ 
dub; Sigma Zeta Epsilon; A. B. 
ROBERT TRIMBLE: Chemistry; Chi Pi 
Sigma, national secretary, 4; treasurer, -4; 
Honor roll; Howarth Fellowship in Chem-
istry; Delta Pi Omicron; B. S. 
JAMES EDWARD TRIMBLE: Biology; Chem-
istry; Chi Pi Sigma; Delta Pi Omicron; B. S. 
MABEL C. WITTREN: Spanish; Women's 
Federation, 2; Alpha Beta Upsilon, president, 
4; Inter-sorority council, 3, 4; Kappa Phi, 
1, 2, 3, 4; cabinet, 3; La Mesa Redonda, 
cabinet, 4; Spurs, editor, 2; WAA swim 
team, 2, 3, 4; YWCA; Philatelic society, 
secretary, 4; B. A. 
LEON WHEELER: Chemistry; Chi Pi 
Sigma, treasurer, 3; vice-president, 4; B. S. 
STANLEY WELLS: Spanish; La Mesa Re-
donda, president; Dramatics; Christmas play, 
2; Tide; Stamp club; B. A. 
OLIVE WHORLEY: Debate; Oratory; Delta 
Alpha Gamma; B. A. 
DEAN TUELL: Speech; Dramatics; Chapel 
committee; Adelphian Chorus; B. A. 
SARAH TIERNEY: Biology; Otlah; Biology 
club; Spurs; WAA; Alpha Beta Upsilon; 
B. S. 
BARR ARA RAYMOND: English Literature; 
YWCA; Writers' club; International Rel.a-
tions club; B. A. 
ELIZABETH NIX: Violin; Adelphian Chorus; 
Violin quartet, 3; Alpha Beta Upsilon; 
B. A. 
BI LUE ACTON 
ELMER ALSKOG 
JANE ANDERSON 
ROBERT ANDERSON 
JOE BEAL 
BARBARA BEARDSLEY 
ROBERT BOND 
MILDRED BROWN 
ROBERT BYRD 
MAYNARD CARLSON 
CAROL CAVANAUGH 
JOHN CLARKE 
LESLIE CUNNINGHAM 
WILLIAM CHISHOLM 
BERNADINE CLAES 
DOROTHY DAN I EL 
ROBERT DATIN 
EUGENE DUNCAN 
JOHN FUKIYAMA 
ROBERT GIBSON 
CORABELLE GRIFFEN 
DOROTHY GROSS 
CLARK COULD 
ESTHER HAGGERTY 
BRUCE HETRICK 
EVELYN HOPKINS 
VALEN HONEYWELL 
IZETTA HENDRICKS 
FRED JOHNSTON 
JULIA JOSKI 
CARL KLEMME 
BETTY KUHL 
CLARENCE KEA Tl NG 
RUTl:-I LEO 
GRACE McWHINNEY 
GENE MILLIKAN 
CLARENCE MYKLAND 
EUNICE PERKINS 
WALTER PIPER 
HAROLD PUMPHREY 
ELIS RONBECK 
NEIL RICHARDSON 
GLEN RATCLIFFE 
HELEN ROSENZWEIG 
MAURITA SHANK 
MARGARET SINES 
HELEN STALWICK 
FRANK SULENES 
EVELYN SW ANSON 
JACK ENRIGHT 
GORDON TUELL 
CHARLES UNDERHILL 
BERNARD WATSON 
ROBERT GRONEN 
ROY WONDERS 
BETTY WORDEN 
KATHERINE YAMOMOTO 
SALLY SPENCER 
KENNETH ALLAN 
ANTONE ANSICH 
BETTY BETZ 
RALPH BENSON 
WILLIAM BURROUGHS 
PAUL BARRICK 
ERNA BRENNER 
JANE CARLSON 
MELVIN COFFMAN 
RUBY DAUGHIN 
SARAH LOUISE DOUB 
MARY LOUISE ERICKSON 
JUNE EVERSON 
MYRTLE FOSS 
CHESTER GRIMSTED 
ROBERT GOLDBRAND 
ELEANOR GREEN 
WAYNE GRIFFEN 
ELIZABETH HARDISON 
WALTER HOPKINS 
DOROTHY HARGETT 
MARY GAIL HARVEY 
MARGARET HEUSTON 
MARGARET HUSEMAN 
NORMA JAMES 
HELMUT JUELi NG 
MARCELLE JEN SEN 
FRANK KRUCKEBERG 
ESTES KENNEY 
NORMAN LARSON 
VIRGINIA LEE 
BETTY LEAMAN 
BETTY LONG 
ROBERT McCONNELL 
CAMERON McKINNON 
AL YSMORE MAGNUSSON 
HAROLD MURTLAND 
GEORGE MOFFET 
RICHARD NAMES 
STANLEY NASH 
KATHERINE NELSON 
EDYTHE MAE PEELE 
BETTY NOBLE 
JANE OGDEN 
CLARA OLIVER 
BEYERL Y PETERS 
JAMES PETRICH 
ROBERT PRICE 
JOHN POLING 
PAT PIPER 
EDWARD RALEIGH 
WEYMAR ROSSO 
RUTH REISNER 
DOROTHY SHAW 
VIRGINIA SMYTH 
ROBERT SHOTAK 
GENE STOLL 
EUGENE SUTHERLAND 
HOWARD THUNE 
ELEANOR TROTT 
DILLARD VAN EATON 
RONALD WHITLEY 
HELEN V. WILLIAMS 
CAMERON WILSON 
HELEN C. WILLIAMS 
MARIE MUSTO 
PHYLLIS ALBERT 
JANE ALLSTRUM 
PHYLLIS ANDERSON 
DOROTHY BACHELOR 
NELDA MAE BAKER 
BETTY BELL 
VIRGINIA BOWEN 
BRADLEY BANNON 
MARGUERITE BARRY 
BETTY BANNISTER 
MERLE BITNEY 
DELBERT BRESEMAN 
ALDO CECCANTI 
DOROTHY COOK 
GENEVIEVE CLARK 
FRANCIS CRUVER 
BARBARA DA Tl N 
VIVIAN DIGNES 
VIRGINIA DOUGHERTY 
DORIS DAY 
VIRGINIA DAY 
<:LEO EHRIG 
MADONNA ENRIGHT 
BEULAH ESKILDSON 
DON ERCH INGER 
ANITA FULLER 
JUNE FAULK 
DORIS FRANK 
ELEANOR FLEISHMAN 
GRACE HOWARD 
ROBERT HOLDER 
PHYLLIS HALL 
DOROTHY HAUGEN 
MARY ANN HAWTHORNE 
BARBARA HEALY 
MYRTLE JENK INS 
MARY ANN )ELUS ICH 
HERBERT HITE 
GERTRUDE KISER 
RUTH JENSON 
JEAN JESPERSON 
RAY KULLA 
BARBARA Kl NSEY 
BETTY KERR 
LOIS KUH L 
BARBARA LONGSTRETH 
VIRGINIA LEONARD 
PATR ICIA LANGDON 
DEWANE LAMKA 
ROSEMARY McELWAIN 
RONALD LORIMER 
CAROLI NE MANLEY 
CHARLES McNARY 
ROBERT MARTIN 
DORIS NISONGER 
HAROLD NELSON 
FAYE NELSON 
JEAN LAMKA 
d"re~hmen 
DOLORES O'CONNELL 
BETTY PETERSON 
CAROL PRA TSCH 
JUNE PEELE 
SARA JAYNE PERKINS 
MARY REITZEL 
HUBERT RUSHFELT 
RICHARD SLOAT 
FRANCIS SHILWEAR 
MARIAN SHERMAN 
KAY SUTHERLAND 
INA MARIE SEWRIGHT 
FRANCIS SUMMERS 
MURI EL SC HOTZ KO 
SH I RLEY SCOTT 
EVELYN SHAW 
NELLIE JANE STURLEY 
DIXIE THOMPSON 
THEO THOMAS 
ALBERTA THURMAN 
FRANCIS TARR 
MAROA WILKESON 
HARRI ET WENHAM 
TERRY WALKER 
JESSIE WILLISON 
MARCIA WOODS 
EVELYN WOODRING 
MILDRED ZIGLER 

Jerry Geehan 
Gene ·Burgoyne 
Art Linn 
Virginia Day, Frances Tarr 
Registration in the Library 
8efore an eight o'clock 
Past prexy-Maurie Webster 
Ed Raleigh 
Jack Leik 
Brad Bannon 
Intra-mural managers: Honeywell, Mykland, Johnston 
Candidates for presidency: Honeywell, Keating, Clarke, 
Tuell 
Leading the parade 
Elizabeth Hardison 
Johnny Mac(?onald 
Dottie Belle Harriss 
Omicron Noise Float 
Poling 
Bob Williams 
Tola kings: Piper, Keating, Tuell 
Docherty 
Mu Chi prize Homecoming decoration 
)o- eua6!e tlie .J-tuleuf fo- to-!l()w /,,;.J- 0-WU ratficu!at 
ta!euf.J- aul leve!o-r them af /,,;.J- 0-WU wiit- i.J- tlie metif 
()t C() ff ef e acf i vii ie.J-. 

Oayton Lupton 
DRAMATIC MANAGER 
D'RAMATIC MANAGER CLAYTON LUPTON displays a versa-tility which, in the opinion of many, has never been sur-
passed. His stage settings, especially for the "Petrified Forest" 
were most modern in expression and desigr:,. · Anyone who has 
ever been associated • with the Playcrafters, whether senior or 
freshman, knows of the loyalty and genuine friendliness of Lup-
ton. Much of the success of our plays can be directly contributed 
to him. His expert opinion visualizes bright success in . the field 
in which he is interested. 
.... 
Dorothy Belle Harriss, Gordon Tuell, Clarence Keating, Oarlc Gould, Gladys Hardine 
DARK TOWER 
OCTOBER 22 the Campus Playcrafters presented Alexander Wollcott and George S. Kaufman's "Dark Tower." The play, a recent version of dramatic mystery, containing pathos, humor and romance was well received by a capacity 
audience. The Dark Tower, a dtfficult play, was made simple by a fine cast. 
The main characters were: Dorothy Belle Harriss as Jessica Wells; Gordon Tuell as Damon Wells and Max Sarnoff; 
Maurice Webster as Ben Weston, and Clark Gould as Stanley Vance. 
Mildred Brown, Gladys Harding, Maurine Henderson, Clarence Keating, Dick Names, Roger Mastrude, Marjorie Mc-
Gil".'rey and Dick Sfoat completed the cast. 
• RESHMAN STUNT NIGHT is the one opportunity 
given all freshmen to display their talents and 
rough the four years of college it remains a vivid 
minder of the first year. A series of stunts are given 
1ich. are coached by upper class dramatic majors and 
3ture as the actors the members of the entering class. 
FRESHMAN STUNT NIGHT 
Dean Tuell, Francis Galbraith, Helen May, Robert McKnight, Oayton Lupton. 
I I PETR IF I ED FOREST'' 
WITH THE BACKGROUND of the Arizona desert, our curtain parted last December on the Nobel prize play "The Perified Forest." The scene was set in the Black Mesa gas station and lune!, room at a lonely crossroads. Helen 
May, cast as Gabby Maple whose only dreams were shared by a disillusioned poet, Alan Squier, taken by Clayton Lupton, 
contributed a real and sincere piece of acting. Francis Galbraith portrayed Duke Mantee, the nerveless killer. Dean 
Tuell as Gramp Maple; Richard McKnight as Boze; Duwane Lamka as Jason Maple, owner of the lunchroom; Jane Ander-
son, Garth Dickens, Roger Scudder, Bill Burroughs, Helmut J ueling, Ned Cowles, Robert Ingersoll, Eldon Anderson. john 
Fukuyama, Ronald Lorimer, James Docherty, Judd Day, George Forsyth and Weymar Ro?so completed the cast. 
TURTLE.DOVE 
JoAnn Grant, Dewane Lamka. 
WHY THE CH I MES RANG 
Judd Day, Kay Norris, Bob Brandt, Gordon Tuell, 
Nancy Riehl, Leonard Raver, Maurine Henderson, 
Dean Tuell, Bob Sprenger, Gladys Harding, Grath 
Dickens. 
PURPLE AT THE WINDOW, ORANGE AT THE WINDOW 
Fantacy presented by Olympia' High Sd1ool whirh won 
the Second Annual High School One-act piay contest at 
CPS March 6. 
Presented by the Playcrafters 
SUPPRESSED DESIRES 
Gladys 
Lupton; 
Harding; 
Dorothy 
Harriss. 
Clayton 
Belle 
Gladys Harding, Gordon Tuell. 
PERSONAL APPEARANCE 
JoAnn Grant. Dean Tuell. 
TO CLIMAX the series of plays presented by the Campus Playcrafters "Personal Appear-
ance" was played before a capacity audience 
Friday, May 7th in the Jones Hall auditorium. 
The cast consisted of seasoned players and was 
headed by upperclass men and women. "Per-
sonal Appearance" is one of the most modern 
dramas in speech action and presentation to be 
presented at the College. 
Dorothy Belle _Harriss, Gordon Tuell, Gladys Harding1 
Carole Arden, played by Gladys Harding, was introduced as the star of "Personal Appearance" ' in the opening scene 
in which she was speaking before a _mictophone acting scenes from her latest Hollywood venture Drifting Lady. Through-
out the performance Gladys Harding was at her best and persuaded the - audience to see her only as the screen star 
Carole Arden. The love interest was supplied by Gordon Tuell and JoAnn Grant. Dorothy Belle Harris as Aunt Kate 
Barnaby, managed thngs her own way. Others were Jane Anderson, Richard Sloat, Marcelle Jenson, Dean Tuell, Clayton 
Lupton, Francis Galbraith, Elizabeth Simpson, Dewane lamka. · 
Editor 
Associate Editor 
Copy Editor 
Society Editor 
Sports Editor 
THE TRAIL 
Maurine Henderson 
Ruth Leo 
Analie Duncan 
Phyllis Swanson 
Herbert Hite 
DURING the past school year, the Trail has seen a very active season, with more issues, a larger circulation, and several special editions over the usual schedule. The Puget Sound Trail this year 
rated in the sec;:ond class honor rank, lacking only 50 points of attaining last year's score, as judged by 
the National Scholastic Press Association. Maurine Henderson, as editor-in-chief for the year, not 
only initiat~d new ideas and policies, but established a reputation for the Trail as being a newsworthy 
publication. 
The high-light of the year was an eight page issue at Christmas time, along with several six page 
editions. A "Hearst" publication on March 30 received wide attention, as well as the "peace" issue 
on April 20. A student peace poll and a peace st,ri ke accompanied the issue. 
A progressive and hard-working staff, under 
its capable leadership, worked efficiently. , 
A complete list of reporters is: Carl Lind-
gren, Judd Day, Phyllis Hall, Elizabeth Hardi-
son, Francis Calbraith, Lois Kuhl, John Poling, 
Leslie Cunningham, Rubie Dauphin, Marcia 
Woods, Jane Allstrum, Aldo Ceccanti, Bob 
Gibson, Jim Docherty, Valen Honeyweil, Ted 
Knightlinger, Kenneth Clark. 
Professor K. M. Hindley was replaced by 
Prof. Wesley Hunner as faculty adviser during 
the year. 
Leo, __ Assocjate _ J:d!tor _ Swanson, Society Editor Hite, Sport Eihtor 
Helmut Juding, Business Manager 
TRAIL EDITORIAL STAFF 
Front rvw: Elizabeth Hardison, John Poling, Phyllis Hall. 
Second row: Valen Honeywell, Aldo Ceccanti, Lois Kuhl, Judd Day, Jane Allstrum, Carl Lindgren. 
TRAIL BUSINESS STAFF 
Bill Chisholm, Judd Day, Paul Jueling, Herbert Clarke, Jane Allstrum, Hyla Nelson. 
ALPHA PHI GAMMA 
Front row: Marjorie Ranck, Maurine Hender-
son, Jane Allstrum, Ruth Leo, Margaret Sines. 
Back row: Robert Anderson, Phyllis Swanson 
Helmut Jueling, Valen Honeywell. 
Phyllis Swanson , Editor 
THE TAMANAWAS 
IN ORDER to present to you a book complete and interesting every effort has beeo put forth. The 
editorial staff has cooperated admirably and willingly 
in editing this annual which has endeavored to por-
tray the student life of the College of Puget Sound. 
--Phyl I is Swanson. 
EDITORIAL 
WITH a complete revision of previous ideas, and a staff willing to work have resulted in the 1937 Tamanawas. A full year's work has been given voluntarily by the staff. Their work is 
tedious and requires responsible handling. The accuracy of the book depends on them and they 
have done their part well. 
Pictorial and candid photography have been used to add interest and life to the volume. 
The process of lithography features prominently involves comparatively greater work than does 
the preparation of engraved pages. 
Numerous changes in the book arrarigemen t may be noted: the t:!Se of art photography; the 
candid camera shots on class pages; snapshot pages distributed throughout the book to balance 
interest; more pictures and more pages. These a re the main individual features of this year's book. 
Harbine, Munroe, Photographer 
BDITORIAL STAFF 
Elizabeth Hardison 
Ruth Leo 
Jane Allstrum 
Margaret Sines 
Herbert Hite 
Robert Anderson, Busineu Manager 
BUSINESS 
Under capable management the busir;iess of the publication was ably dealt with under the 
guidance of Robert Anderson. Working with business officials of the College and city organiz-
ations, Bob accomplished a great deal in obtaining advertising and supplying the demand for a re-
sponsible student leader. 
Elizabeth Hardison 
Marc;ia Woods 
Margaret Sines, Ruth Leo 
Jane Allstrum 
Kenneth Al Ian 
Judd Day 
Hyla Nelson 
Phyiiis Hall 
Jane Allstrum 
BE>tty Bell 
Herbert Hite 
EDITORIAL STAFF 
Administration 
Classes 
Class photos 
C.lass snaps 
Dramatics 
Publications 
Debate 
Women's Division 
Clubs and organizations 
Sororities and fraternities 
Athletics 
EDITORIAL STAFF 
Phyllis Hall 
Betty Bell 
Marcia Woods 
Kenneth Allan 
DEBATE MANAGER 
Working as debate manager and taking part in 
intercollegiate debate, Bob Byrd has managed to le2d 
the department through a successful year . A new 
high was reached in the number of debates participat -
ed in and a fine showing was made . 
Drhat~ ManagPr, Robrrt 81-rd 
DEBATE ACTIVITIES 
THE CPS DEBATE SQUAD participated in a total of 220 inter-coilE=giate debates duri ng the l 936-37 season, 109 in the men's division and 91 in the women's. The teams were in competition with 38 colleges and universities i1, 
eight states during the year, and CPS made a remarkable showing in all three types of forensics. 
At the Inland Empire Junior College debate tournament held at Lewiston Norma l in Lewiston. Idaho, on Fetrnarv 
12 and 1 3, CPS was represented by Wilma and Florence Ittner. 
The annual Linfield C _ollege tourney held at McMinnvi lie, Oregon, February 18, 19, and 20, was ~epresented by 26 
CPS students including speakers in debate, oratory, and extempore speaking. John Leik brought back the first plz..:c 
gold trophy in the men's division of extempore speaking, while Marie and Margaret Gilstrap and Wilma anrl Flcrencc 
Ittner survived the preliminaries of debate, but were eliminated in the final rounds. 
CPS entered eight debate teams, three orators and four extempore speakers in the Third Annual Junior-College 
forensics tournament on March 12, and 1 3, and James Docherty and Elizabeth Hardison placed third by wi nning eight 
out of ten rounds of debate. James Docherty also won third in oratory Representatives from ten lead ing colleges ii· 
Washington and Oregon were entered in the competition . 
The climax of the debate season was the Regional Pi Kappa 
Delta forensic meet held 1t Stockton, California, on April 1, 2. 
and 3. ln competition with representatives from colleges and 
universitites in eight states along the Pacific Coast, Elizabeth 
Hardison won a close second in oratory and Marie and Margaret 
Gilstrap placed second in women's division of junior college de-
bate. Gold medals were awarded the CPS women. Other CPS 
representatives were Robert Byrd, James Docherty, Dorothy Gross, 
Valen Honeywell, and john Leik. 
Several other non-tournament debates were held w:th Seattle 
College, Seattle Pacific, Northwest Nazarene Collegt; , Conzaga 
University, and the University of Washington. Approximately ten 
percent of the entire student body participated in some phase of 
forensics during the year . Much of the cre(i; t of the successful 
season is due to the able direction of Dr. Charles T. Battin, coach . 
Robert Byrd served as forens:cs m,qnager, and Elizabeth Hardison 
as manager of women's debate. 
\X'omen's Manager, Elizabeth Hardison 
MEN'S DEBATE 
Front Row: Les Cunningham, Jim Docherty, Howard Brownlee, Dr. Battin, Bob Byrd, Don Roberts. 
Baclc row: Paul Seto, Charles Shireman, Bill Bannister, Bruce Hetrick, Jack, Leik, Valen Honeywell, Stanley Nash, Roger Mastrude. 
ORATORY 
1J N THE ANNUAL A. C. BURMEISTER ORf.TORICAL CON- TEST held February 16, James Petrich and Kay Norris won 
r first place in the men's and women's divisions respectively. Judd Day and Elizabeth Hardison placed second, and 
awards of ten and five dollars for first and second places in both divisions were made. 
John Leik and Lora Bryning won first in men's and women's divisions in the first annual extemporaneous speaking 
contest held on December 17. Second place winners were Harwood Bannister and Wilma Ittner. Names of .first 
and second place wiRners in both divisions were enE?raved on a gold trophy which is in permanent possesion of the 
College. 
WOMEN'S DEBATE 
Front row: Wilma Ittner, Dorothy Gross, Elizabeth Hardison, Hyla Nelson, Sara Louise Doub. 
Back. row: Margaret Gilstrap, Dr. Battin, Marie Gilstrap. 
Front row: Elizabeth Hardison, Dorothy · Gross, Bill Bannister, Lora Bryning, Hyla Nelson, Sara Louise Doub. 
Baclc row: Bob Byrd, Bruce Hetrick, Jim Docherty, Don Roberts, Stanley Nash, Jack Leik, ·or. Battin. 
Pl KAPPA DELTA 
WASHINGTON ALPHA CH;APTER of Pi Kappa Delta, national honorary forensic fraternity is located at CPS. Har-wood Bannister has served in the capacity of president for the year 1936-1937; th"' other officers being Robert 
Byrd, vice-president, and Myrtle Foss, secretary-treasurer. 
Other active members are Lora Bryning, Sara Louise Doub, Dorothy Gross, Elizabeth Hardison, James Docherty, 
Bruce Hetrick, Jo~n Leik, Katherine McConron, Stanley Na sh, Hyla Nelson, and Donald Roberts. Faculty members and 
advisors are Dr. Charles T. Battin, Dr. John D. Regester, and Dr. Marvin R. Schafer. Pledges to this organization are 
selected in the spring and are i,nitiated at the annual banquet held the following September. Qualifications for mem-
bership include participation in debate, oratory, or extern pore speaking. 
The Fourth Annual High School forensic meet with Elizabeth Hardison as director was sponsored by this chapter 
on February 12 and 13, as well as the Third Annual lnvita tional Junior College forensic tourney directed by ,Robert 
Byrd on March 12 and 13. 
Dr. Charles oattin, debate coach. 
ORATORY 
Charl.~s Shireman, Elizabeth Hardison, Jim Petrich, Kay Norris, 
Wilma Ittner, Jim Docherty 
ADELPHIAN GROUP 
"MUSiC HATH CHARM" as proved by the number of 
students enrolled in this department. Organ recitals, 
voice and piano recitals are given throughout the year by the 
advanced students. Music and drama are combined in the 
presentation of the spring recitals. 
Olive Chervenka. 
June Everson. 
First row: Cleo Ehrig, Betty Warner, Marjorie McGilvrey, La Vonne Elm, Dona White, Alberta L~Motte, 
Grace McWhinney, Myrtle Jenkins. Second row: Cameron McKinnon, Bob Brandt, Von Zanner, Fra_nk 
Marvi~, Paul Barrick, Bernard Watson, Kenneth Clark, Marvin Carter. Third row: Irma Jueling, Eleanor 
Green, Carol Cavanaugh, Mary Sorenson, Theo Thomas, Kathryn Creesy, Jean Lamka, Olive Chervenka, 
Dorothy Haugen. Fourth row.' Wilton Vincent, Judd Day, Hal Murtland, Neil Richardson, Dick Smith, 
Clarence Johnson, Tom Kendall. 
CALENDAR 
October 14 Fraternity banquets 
October 17 
-
Sorority Pledge dinners 
October 23 Homecoming 
December 4 Varsity Ball 
February 19 
-
All-College party 
February 28 
-
Tolo 
April 23 Inter-fraternity dance 
April 30 May Day 
June 5 
-
Senior Ball 
Harbine_ and Jane seen dancing together at the ·inter-
fraternity dance. 
Maurita and Dick step o_ut to an All-College 
( Note the orchid). 
Ruth and Ed dance to the music offered by that 'king 
of swing,' Brad Bannon. 
Inter-fraternity hop 
Barbara pays and pays-Clem 
seems to enjoy it . 
Lambda Sigma Chi rush tea 
Helen, Jane, Barbara 
Homecoming 
YWCA Meeting 
Maurine Henderson, president UPPERCLASS CABINET : Front: Marjorie Ranck, Barbara Beardsley, Elizabeth Hardison, 
Marg_aret Sines. Back: Katherine Y amoJnoto, Ruth Leo, Dorothy Belle Harriss, Izetta Hendricks, 
Evelyn Swanson; Sally Jensen, Mary Jane Roberts. 
YOUNG WOMEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION 
TO BRING WOMEN OF THE COLLEGE into a fellowship for all and to correlate through committee and general meet-. ings the interest and knowledge of college women in religion, public affairs and personal and family relations is 
the purpose of the Young Women's Christian Association. 
For the first time at CPS the Freshman commission became a separate organization, g1v1ng freshmen more opportu-
nity for active service and gaining experience in YW work. Also committees now correlate with national and regional 
divisions of YW work. 
Officers are Maurine Henderson, president; Marjorie Ranck, vice-president; Izetta Hendricks, secretary; Mary Jane 
Roberts, treasurer. Committee heads are Dorothy Belle Harriss, Margaret Sines, Ruth Leo, Barbara Beardsley, Katherine 
Yamamoto, Elizabeth Hardison and Sally Jensen. 
FRESHMAN CABINET, Front: Doris Nisonger, Irma Jueling, Evelyn 
Shaw; Doris "Day. Back : Evelyn Swanson, adviser , June Faulk, Betty 
Bannister, June Peele, Dixie Thompson, Frances Summers, 
Vivian Dignes, 
SPURS 
Spur women who were piedged this spring to be the active 
members next year are. 
KAPPA SIGMA THETA 
Phy I I is Anderson 
Evelyn Shaw 
Mary Ann Hawthrone 
LAMBDA SIGMA CHI 
June Faulk 
Wilma Ittner 
Lois Kuhl 
INDEPENDENTS 
Irma Jueling 
Marie Gilstrap 
Margaret Gilstrap 
DELTA ALPHA GAMMA 
Betty Bannister 
Ina Marie Sewright 
Phyllis Albert 
ALPHA BETA UPSILON 
June Peele 
Grace Howard 
Jessie Willison 
Left to right: Clara Oliver, Helen William,, 
Pomona Hudson, Carolyn Geddes, Edythe Mae 
Peele, Myrtle Foss, Mary Jane Roberts, Vir-
ginia Smyth, Sally Jenson, Dolores Hargett, 
Margaret Heuston, Analie Duncan, Sara Louise 
Doub, Belle Ruth .Clayman. 
Virginia Smyth, President 
SPURS 
CLIMAXING A SUCCESSFUL YEAR, Virginia Smyth, president of the CPS chapter of Spurs, was elected national president of the organ-
ization at the conference held at WSC this year. 
Spurs is the national honorary pep organization for sophomore women 
who have been active in service work for the school. The membership is 
composed of three girls chosen from each sorority and from the inde-
pendents at the end of the school year. 
Fifteen new pledges were. taken in at an impressive ceremony in chapel 
this spring. Martha Pearl Jones is the adviser and officers are Virginia 
Smyth, president; Katherine Nelson, vice president; Pomona Hudson, secre-
tary; Myrtle Foss, treasurer; Ana lie Duncan, editor. 
Members of the club are: Sally Jensen, Katherine Nelson, Margaret 
Heuston, Edith Mae Peele, Sarah Louise Doub, Delores Hargett, Pomona 
Hudson, Mary Jane Roberts, Carolyn Geddes, Helen C. Williams, Clara 
Oliver, Virginia Smyth, Analie Duncan, Myrtle Foss, Belle Ruth Clayman. 
f.4t to right: Virginia Smyth, Maurine Henderson, Floramae Davis, Mrs. Drushel, Mary Jane Roberts, Myrtle Foss, 
Martha Buckley, Jean Hartman, Gail Day. 
WOMEN•s FEDERATION 
Women's Federation is an active group with member-
ship given to the president and secretary of Otlah, Spurs, 
WAA and YWCA and endeavors to aid these groups in 
a financial manner. Miss Floramae Davis is president. 
MAY DAY 
HIGH SCHOOL TEA 
Each year a tea is given honoring the ?enior high 
school women of the Tacoma schools. This year the 
affair was given on May Day, Miss Corabelle Griffen 
acted as chairman. 
OTLAH TEA 
The Otlah tea is given each year at Christmas by the organ-
ization for mothers and women of the Student Body. Miss 
Kathryn Shrum was chairman this year . 
OTLAH TEA: Dorothy Ann Simpson, Olive 
Whorley, Mai-!ha Buckley. 
MAY QUEEN 
An. outstanding senior woman is elected each 
year to be crowned as May Queen. Two at-
tendants are elected at the same time and class 
duchesses are chosen at class meetings. Senior 
women of many high schools are presented in 
the queen's court. The Spurs carry the tradi-
tional daisy chain. 
CLASS 'DUCHESSES: Ruth Raymond, Maurita Shank, Phyllis Swanson, Jane Carlson. 
Ot!a/4 
Marjorie Ranck. Isabelle Hudson, Sarah Tierney, Maurine Henderson, Mary Jane Finke, Lora Bryning, Gail Day, Martha Buckley. 
Dorothy Ann Simpson, Phyllis Swanson, Dorothy Belle Harriss, Ida Larson, Mrs. Seward, Floramae Davis, Katherine Shrum. 
OTLAH 
OTLAH is the women's 1:-ionorary society for seniors who have met the eligibility requirements. Women 
are chosen for leadership in scholarship and participation 
in ,college activities. A Christmas tea was held Decem-
ber l l for mothers of all students, with Kathryn Shrum 
as chairman. 
Memqership in Otlah this year was fifteen, the 
largest number for many years. Officers were: Maurine 
Henderson, president; Dorothy Belle Harris, vice· presi-
dent; Martha Buckley, secretary-treasurer; Mrs. Ray-
mond Seward, adviser. 
Membership of the club includes 'Lora Bryning, 
Martha Buckley, Floramae Davis, Gai-1 Day, Dorothy Belle 
Harriss, Maurine Henderson, ldabelle Hudson, Ida Lar-
son, . Marjori_e Ranck, Kathryn Shrum, Sarah Tierney, 
Olive Whorley, Dorothy Ann Simpson,· Phyllis Swanson, 
Mary Jane Finke. 
Junior women were pledged in chapel on May 14. 
A tea was held for mothers of old members and new 
pledges. 
KAPPA PHI 
KAPPA PHI is the national society for Methodist 
· college women with chapters in leading colleges of 
the country. Membership is limited to women who 
are Methodists either by membership or preference. 
There are forty-two members this year. 
The aim of the club is "Every Methodist woman in 
the university world of today, a leader in the ·church of 
tomorrow." Meetings are held the first and third 
Monday evenings of each month. 
Officers are: Ida Larson, president; Floramae Davis, 
vice president; Audrey Gigson, corresponding secretary; 
Fern Nash, recording secretary; Kathryn Shrum, treas-
urer: Marian Sherman, chaplain; Genevieve Clark, 
historian. 
SWIMMING: Lela Sargent, Mary Fay Fulton, Joan Roberts, Marguerite Barry, 
WOMEN'S ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION 
TO FOSTER ATHLETICS and to promote leadership, sportsmanship and cooperatiOJl is the purpose of the Women's Athletic Association. 
Introducing freshman women into WAA activities, a Sports Spree was held Sep-
tember 29, with board members in charge of the affair. The annual Sports Day was 
held February 5 and 6, inviting seven Junior Colleges. Miss Betty Worden was 
general chairman. 
Miss Helen Rosenzweig was chairman for the annual Gym Jubilee, March 11, 
Ten high schools were invited to the CPS campus for the WAA annual Playday. 
Miss Mary Fay Fulton was in charge. 
WAA was fortunate this year in having Miss Marjorie Jenkins as its new 
adviser. Floramae Davis led the organization successfully as president. Other officers 
were: Betty Worden, vice president; Ida Larson, secretary; Jean Hartman, treasurer; 
Evelyn Swanson, publicity chairman; Dorothy Newell, program chairman; Mary Jane 
Roberts, historian; Mary Fay Fulto~, athletic manager. 
//I/ cA-.. c:4-. 
HIKERS: Betty Worden, Ida Larsen. 
PrPsidrnt. Floramae Davis. 
WOMEN'S ARCHERY: Eleanor Newman, Betty Kutil, 
Jean Hartman, Helen Rosenzweig. 
VOLLEY BALL: Betty Schaad, Pamona Hudson, Clara Oliver, Mary Jane Robe, 
Helen C. Williams, Katherine Nelson, Mary Louise Erickson 
HOCKEY WINNERS 
BASKETBALL: Freshmen won the interclass tournament with 21 turning out for the sport. Five freshmen women made 
the all-star team. 
VOLLEYBALL: Interest in volleyball was so great that there were three. freshman teams with 29 girls turning out. 
Sophomores won the inter-class tournament. Around 65 girls reported for _practice. 
GOLF: Dorothy Daniel, Evelyn Swanson, Virginia Smyth, 
Phyllis Albert, Barbara Beardsley, Sara Louise Doub 
Bernadine Claes. ' 
MANAGERS: Isabelle Hudson, Mary Fay Fulton, Floramae Davis, Betty Worden. 
Evelyn Swanson, Eunice Perkins, Eleanor Newman, Barbara Beardsley, Betty Schaad. 
TENNIS: Phyllis Hall, Beulah Eakildsen. SICilNG: Jane Carlson. 
BADMINTON: Pamona Hudson, Betty Wot• RIDING: Phyllis Swanson. 
den, June Faulk, Lois Kuhl. 
HIKING: A new system was tried by appointing a hiking leader for each semester. It proved successful with Betty 
Worden and lc;la Larson, leaders. 
TUMBLING: Over 20 girls showed interest in tumbling. The main object was to put on an exhibition at the Gym 
Jubilee. 
RIDING: Much interest was shown in riding, which was given for class credit. Around 25 girls were in the class, 
which rode once a week on the bridle paths at Pt. Defiance. 
TENNIS: A ladder and interclass tournament was held. Phyllis Hall won the championship with Betty B~tz and Maurita 
Shank other outstanding stars. The team traveled to Oregon, where they played in the conference meet . 
. HOCKEY: Upperclass girls won the interclass hockey championship. The sport was taught to freshman girls in gym 
classes and 21 showed up for turnouts. 
ARCHERY: Over 50 girls turned out for hockey, the largest number ever to show interest in th~ sport. An interclass 
and telegraphic meet were held. 
SWIMMING: Women on the team participated in a telegraphic meet. Eunice Perkins, Mary Fay Fulton, Margt:·erite 
Barry, Doris Granlund, Peggy Goodman, Betty Schaad and Evelyn Swanson comprised the team. 
GOLF: Golf was offered in place of regular gym work and was taught at Allenmore by the club professional. About 
12 girls took advantage of this offer. 
BASEBALL: Sophomores won the title with freshman women as runners-up. Interest was keen with a large number 
of girls turning out. Doris McClymont, pitcher, was the outstanding player on the field. 
] he .1lllA'erd wijhi11~/ lo ie/ inile/9 cf(l~JiftJ hi~ inlnedlo 
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Front row: Wesla Jane Whealdon, Frances Bacon, Jean Jesperson, Mabel Woods, Maurine Henderson, Dorothy Belle Harriss, Mrs. Robbins, 
Izetta Hendricks. Back row: Rubie Dauphin, Carl McConnell, Joe Be al, Jim Busey, Bob Hardy, Jean Hartman, Moody Bacon, Margarrt 
Sines, Billie Acton, Gail Day. 
LA MESA REDONDA 
DURING THE LAST YEAR the Spanish Club, which has adopted the name La Mesa Redonda, has had an interesting group of meetings, having plays and speakers. The club has been led by Stanley Wells, president; Corabelle Grif-
fen, secretary; Mabel Woods, treasurer; Mrs. Charles Robbins, adviser. 
FRENCH CLUB 
UNDER THE NAME TRICOLORE, the French . Club was organized in the fall of 1936 
for all students interested in French. Officers 
of the club for the spring semester were: 
Lora Bryning, president; Hal Murtland, vice-
president; Dolores Hargett, secretary; Francis 
Galbraith, treasurer; advisors, Miss Dorothy M. 
Punderson and Miss Linda Van Norden. 
Firu mw: Isabelle Hudson, Miss Punderson, Lora Bryning, president, Elizabeth Nix, Sa1 
Louise Doub. Back row : Dorothy Gross, Marjorie Ranck, Ruth Leo, Barbara Long. 
J11lia Joski, Charles Maclain, Harriet Gartley, 
Don Roberts, Erna Brenner,. Bob Russell, Jane 
Gebert, .Barbara Beardsley, Dr. Sinclair, Dorothy 
Daniel, Dorothy Gross, John Clarke, Carolyn 
· Geddes. 
ALPHA PSI CHI 
ALPHA PSI CHI, local psychology honorary was organized for the purpose of furthering the interest in psychology among the students of CPS. Members are admitted by invitation after meeting a satisfactory grade standard in 
psychology. The officers for the last year were John Clarke, president; recording secretary, Carolyn Geddes; secretary-
treasurer, Don Roberts; advisers, Dr. R. L. Powell and Dr. R. D. Sinclair. ' 
KNIGHTS OF THE LOG 
REORGANIZED IN 1935.after being inactive for several years, the Knights of- the Log have again been active as the men's service honorary, corresponding to Spurs The group is composed of not less than one and not more than 
four representatives from each fraternity and the independent group. Officers for the past year were: Ed Raleigh, president; 
Ralph Benson, vice-president; Stanley Nash, secretary-treasurer. The advisory council from the junior class includes 
Gordon Tuell and Clarence Keating. 
Front: Norman Larson, Pat Piper, Ed Raleigh, Hal Murtland, Dick Names. Back: Richard Lemagie, George Fisher, 
Francis Galbraith, Jim Petrich, Bill Burroughs, Russell Perkins, Stan Nash, Jack Failor. 
Pl GAMMA MU 
First row: Stan Disher, Lora Bryning, Dorothy 
Ann Simpson, Senator Davis, Dr. Schafer, Bill 
Bannister, Charles McLean. Second row: Prof. 
Slater, Dr. Regester, Prof. Hite, Dr. Weir, Dr. 
· Frederick. 
FOR THE LAST YEAR the following officers have led Pi Gamma Mu, national social science fraternity: President, Bill Bannister; vice-president, Charles Maclean; secretary-treasurer, Francis Guhr. The purpose of the fraternity 
is to promote interest in social science and membership is open to juniors and seniors with a grade ,verage of A or B. 
First row: Miss Fickel, Miss Van Norden, Mary. Jane Finke, Isabelle Hudson, Eleanor Newman, Lora Bryning, Dorothy Ann Simpson. 
Martha Buckley, Mrs. Drushel. Second row: Senator Davis, Ida Larson, Prof. Slater, Dr. Regester, Margaret Sines, Dorothy Belle Harriss. 
Leon Wheeler, Dr. Martin, Marjorie Ranck, Maurine Henderson, Dr. Weir. · Third .row: Dr. Schafer, Dr: Seward, Dr, Jaeger, Dr. 
Chapman, Valen Honeywell, Martin Nelson, Dr. Tomlinson, Fourth row: Bill Bannister, John Hazen, Dick Smith, Wilton Vincent. 
Bob Byrd. 
MU SIGMA DEL TA 
MU SIGMA DELTA was organized in 1929 to encourage a high scholastic standing among the students of the College. The organization also includes faculty members who were affiliated with Phi Beta Kappa. Officers of• 
the year were Dr. Charles R. Robbins and Dr. Julius P. Jaeger, .presidents for the fal l and spring semesters ; Miss Van 
Norden, vice-president; Miss Bjorkman, secretary. 
Fr,111!: Barbara RamonJ. i\largan•t Hul',tun. 
i\hurinr .1-frnJ,•rson. l\1iss Van Nnrd,·n. l\l.ir-
jori,, Ranck. B,•Jl,, Ruth Clarrnan. J\lan· Jan,.• 
fink<·. /i,,,k: Stan \Vdb. H,•rh Arnt , 011. 
Dr. Ja<'gl'r, Carl LinJgn•n. Les Cunninghan,. 
Jim Do.:h,·rt;-. H,•rb Hitl', Grath Dickens, 
Rogrr l\lastrudr . 
WRITERS' CLUB 
THE WRITERS' CLUB has been especially active this year with the publication of The Tide which has been issued twice· a semester. The group was organized in l 935 and has since become greatly enlarged. For the past year 
the officers have been Marjorie Ranck, president; · Maurine Henderson, vice-president; Belle Ruth Gayman, secretary-
treasurer; James Docherty, business manager, fall semester; Roger Mastrude, business manager, spring semester; Miss 
Linda Van Norden and Prof. Julius P. Jaeger, advisers. Members are voted into the club by merit of stories they hand 
in and each person is required to submit at least three pieces of work a semester. 
The Tide is edited by _Marjorie Ran.ck and the editorial staff includes Maurine Henderson, Herbert Arntson , Roger 
Mastrude, Mary 'Jane Finke and Herbert . Hite . Roger Mastrude was business manager with a staff which included 
Herbert Hite, Doris Nisonger, Chuck Shireman and Herbe~t E. Arntson; Wilma Ittner, Circulation manager, Maurita 
Shank, art editor with a staff including Katherine Nelson, Helen V. Williams and Clayton Lupton. 
TIDE STAFF, Front; Helen Williams, Maur-
ine Henderson, Maurita Shank, Miss Van 
Norden, Marjorie Ranck, Mary Jane Finke. 
Katherine Nelson. Back: Herb Amston, Carl 
Lindgren, Les Cunningham, Jim Docherty, 
Herb Hite, Roger Mastrude. 
CHI Pl SIGMA 
W eymar Rosso 
Clarence Myltland 
Bob Trimble 
Bob McKamie 
CHI Pl SIGMA, _national chemistry honorary fraternity, has held the interest this year of ~any of the upper cl?ss chem-istry students, having a membership of approximately twenty-five. Requirements to become a member of the club 
are fourteen hours of chemistry with a C average. Prospective members are pledged each semester and must keep the 
grade average required to be initiated. 
Following- initiation members present papers ·at meetings which deal with chemical subjects. 
At the Chi Pi Sigma convention this year Weymar Rosso, Clarence Mykland and Melvin Coffman were sent as 
delegates. Clarence Mykland is national vice-president elect for the next year. During the past year, Leon Wheeler 
and Bob Trimble were national vice-president and secretary, respectively. 
Officers for the local chapter during the past year were: Eldon Anderson, president; Leon Wheeler, vice-president; 
Clarence Mykland, secretary; Bob Trimble, treasurer; Prof. G. F. Henry, adviser. 
GROUP, Front row: Bob McKamie, Doug Clarence Mykland, Leon Whee 
le~, Eldon. Anderson', Bob Trimble. Back row: Lemagie, Bob Bond, Bob 
Gibson, Stan Marshall, W·eymar Rosso, Prof. McMillin, Mel Coffman, B 
ill Rave, Hardy, Bill Chisholm, Albert Cozza, Glen Anderson. 
Dorothy 
J:inance 
Ann Simpso M Hi n. arjorie M G. te, Dorothy Bell H c. ilvrey, e anss. 
Publications Committee 
»•"""' Juoli••• !,bu,;.• tt,nd"""'• Phvm• S•-• _,. Anderson• 
Profess« 
c£e'UJ-tilie~ anl dtaletnilie~ 
Front: Dorothy Ann Simpson, president, Jane Gebert, Phyllis Swanson, 
president. Second: Evelyn Swanson, Edythe Mae. Peele, Lora Bryning, 
Mrs. Drushel. Third: Dorothy Gross, Corabel! Griffen, Mabel Wittren. 
INTER-SORORITY COUNCIL 
DURING THE YEAR a more or less concentrated effort has been made to integrate sorority problems and 
work them out together. The group was under the 
leadership of Dorothy Ann Simpson during the fall 
semester and Phyllis Swanson in the spring. 
Shortening the usual fall rush period and planning 
for more integrated rush affairs were accomplished. A 
new booklet for entering · freshmen women which is 
concerned with campus etiquette is an experiment this 
vear which will, no doubt, grow into a tradition . 
Bob Gibson, Bob Lyons, Em Piper, Clarence Johnson, Valen .Honeyw 
ell, Carl Klemm·e, Amos Reid, George Fisher, Rod Lytle, president. 
INTER-FRATERNITY COUNCIL 
COMPRISING A CENTRAL BOARD OF CONTROL by which all difficulties and problems that arise among the fraternities may be solved and settled, the inter-:fraternity council is made up of the president and 
an elected representative of each fraternity. This board formulates rushing plans, soci_al events, allows the 
exchange of ideas and promotes. greater interest in fraternity life. An inter-fraternity dance is held each 
spring. The president of the council last fall was Bill Bannister and the secretary, Rodney Lytle; this spring 
Rodney Lytle, president and Amos Ried, vice-president. 
Margaret Anderson 
Dorothy Ann Simpson 
Maurita Shank 
Dorothy Shaw 
Madonna Enright 
Shirley Scott 
Marjorie Ranck 
Eunice Perkins 
Betty Leaman 
Doris Day 
Sara Jayne Perkins 
Frances Tarr 
Martha Buckley 
Jane Anderson 
Margaret Heuston 
Sally Spencer 
Phyllis Hall 
Evelyn Shaw 
OFFICERS 
President 
Vice President 
Cor. Secretary 
Rec. Secretary 
Inter-Sorority 
Treasurer 
Historian 
Sergeant-at-Arms 
Gail Day 
Billie Acton 
Evelyn Hopkins 
Mary Ann Hawthorne 
Frances Summers 
FALL 
Dorothy Ann Simpson 
Jane Gebert 
Martha Buckley 
Helen Rosenzweig 
Evelyn Swanson 
Virginia Lee 
Dorothy Shaw 
Betty June Leaman 
Jane Gebert 
Mildred Brown 
Marcelle Jensen 
Phyllis Anderson 
Betty Kerr 
Kay Sutherland 
SPRING 
Jane Gebert 
Martha Buckley 
Maurita Shank 
Evelyn Swanson 
Dorothy Ann Simpson 
Virginia Lee 
Jane Anderson 
Billie Acton 
Dorothy Belle Harriss 
Dorothy Daniel 
Virginia Lee 
Marguerite Barry 
Doris Nisonger 
Oixie Thompson 
Betty Simpson 
He_len Rosenzweig 
Katherine Nelson 
Virginia Day 
Carol Pratsch 
Gertrude Kiser 
Phyllis Swanson 
Betty Betz 
Virginia Smyth 
Vivian Dignes 
Barbara Longstreth 
Betty Peterson 
Nellie Jane Sturley 
Barbara Beardsley 
Jane Carlson 
Helen C. Williams 
Beulah Eskildsen 
Virginia Leonard 
Mary Reitzel 
Marcia Woods 
Betty Kuhl 
June Everson 
Jane Allstrum 
June Faulk 
Patricia Langdon 
Muriel Schotzko 
Beverly Peters 
OFFICERS 
President 
Vice President 
Cor. Secretary 
Rec. Secretary 
Inter-Sorority 
Treasurer 
Editor 
Historian 
Conductress 
FALL, SPRING 
Helen Stalwick 
Barbara Beardsley 
Jane Carlson 
Betty Kuhl 
Phyllis Swanson 
Margaret Sines 
Mary Gail Harvey 
Helen C. Williams 
Virginia Smyth 
ROW 7 
Ruth Leo 
Mary Gail Harve~ 
Dorothy Bachelor 
Doris Frank 
Caroline Manley 
Sylvia Asp 
Margaret Sines 
Betty Long 
Nelda Mae Baker 
Anita Fuller 
Lona Huseby 
Helen Stalwick 
Alysmore Magnuson 
Betty BeU 
Ruth Jenson 
Faye Nelson 
Jessamine Pugh 
Helen -V. Williams 
Clara Oliver 
Merle Bitney 
Lois Kuhl 
Dolores O'Connell 
Mildred Zigler 
Ted Betz 
John Poling 
Bruce Hetrick 
Robert Martin 
Elmer Alskog 
OFFICERS 
President 
Vice President 
Rec. Secretary 
Sergeant-at-Arms 
Treasurer 
Inter-Fraternity 
John Leik 
Gene Stoll 
Amos Reid 
Robert Byrd 
Paul Barrick 
William Chisholm 
Valen P.oneyweil 
FALL 
Valen Honeywell 
Bruce Hetrick 
Bob Byrd 
Guy Bower 
John Leik · 
Amos Reid 
SPRING 
Amos Reid 
Russell Perkins 
Dick Names 
Ted Betz 
Valen Honeywell 
John Leik 
Dave Alling 
Robert Bond 
Terry Walker 
Harwood Bannister 
Howard Thune 
Jack Mansfield 
OFFICERS 
President 
Vice President 
Rec. Secretary 
Cor. Secretary 
Treasurer 
Historian 
Sergeant-at-Arms 
Inter-Fraternity 
Robert Lyons 
Hemut Jueling 
FALL 
Harwood Bannister 
David Alling 
Bill B·urroughs 
Ashfield Walker 
Bob Bond 
Howard Thune 
Norman Runions 
David Allino 
DELTA KAPPA PHI 
Gordon Tuell 
William Burroughs 
Charles McNary 
SPRING 
Robert Lyons 
Helmut Jueling 
Bob Bond 
Bi II Burroughs 
David Alling 
Philip Cheney 
~alph Benson 
tobert Kemp 
Neil Richardson 
Ralph Benson 
Don Erchinger 
OFFICERS 
President 
Vice President 
Secretary 
Treasurer 
Chaplain 
Guard 
House Manager 
Inter-Fraternity 
Jack Kimball 
Robert Datin 
Norman Larson 
Arbert Cozza 
FALL 
Jack Kimball 
Marius Bertholet 
Douglas Shurtleff 
Rodney Lytle 
Albert Turrill 
Frank Kruckebery 
Rodney Lytle 
Rodney Lytle 
SPRING 
Rodney Lytle 
George Fisher 
Bob McConnell 
Joe Beal 
Norman Larson 
Jack Kimball 
Paul ·Sorenson 
Jack Kimball 
Robert Trimbre 
Joe Beal 
Antone Ansich 
Ed Burkland 
Maynard Carlson 
Chester Grimsted 
Left to right: Ronald Lorimer, Bradley Bannon, Harbine Munroe . 
Eugene Burgoym 
Clark Gould 
Harold Murtlanc 
OFFICERS 
President 
Vice President 
Treasurer 
Rec. Secretary 
Car. Secretary 
Financial Chairman 
Historian and Editor 
House Manager 
Social Chairman 
Sergeant-at-Arms 
Chaplain 
Inter-Fraternity 
Clarence Johnson 
Clarence Mykland 
James Petrch 
FALL 
Edwin Burkland 
Kenneth Allan 
Weymar Rosso 
Robert Price 
Clarence Johnson 
Clark Gould 
Wally Potucek 
Wayne Pardee 
Harbine Monroe 
Robert Gibson 
James Petrich 
Clarence Johnson 
Carl Kuhl 
Kenneth Allan 
Robert Price 
SPRING 
Clarence Johnson 
Carl Kuhl 
Weymar Rosso 
Eugene Burgoyne 
Wally Potucek 
Clark Gould 
James -Petrich 
Clark Gould 
Harbine Monroe 
Maynard Carlson 
Harold Murtland 
Robert Gibson 
Charles MacLear 
Melvin Coffman 
Weymar Rosso 
Wallace Potuc, 
Robert Gibso1 
Herbert Hite 
Herbert Arntson 
~obert Anderson 
Walter Piper 
Edward Raleigh 
John Hazen 
Eugene Duncan 
Frank Sulenes 
Ronald Whitney 
OFFICERS 
President 
Vice President 
House Manager 
Rec . Secretary 
Cor. Secretary 
Sergeant-at-Arms 
Inter-Fraternity 
Martin Nelson 
Fred Johnston 
Charles Undershill 
Robert Holder 
FALL 
John Hazen 
Fred Johnston 
Emary Piper 
Charles U'nderhill 
Roy Wonders 
Edward Raleigh 
Martin Nelson 
Emary Piper 
Clarence Keating 
Roy Wonders 
Dewane Lamka 
SPRING 
Ralph Sandvigen 
Carl Klemme 
Cameron McKinnon 
Harold Nelson 
Martin Nelson 
Ralph Sanavigen 
Emary Piper 
Edward Raleigh 
Lawrence Ragan 
Roy Wonders 
Emary Piper 
Otto Smith 
Gene Millikan 
Pat Piper 
Richard Sloat 
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Coach Roy Sandberg 1936-1937 ATHLETICS 
A COMPLETE TEAM of returning letterme.n greeted Coach Roy Sandberg at the start of the 1936 grid season. With a bumper crop of yei3rling talent the Maroon and White seemed set to go places. 
After a weak start in the regular conference schedule the Loggers got under way and were never headed until the 
Willamette garne. · This was the lone conference defeat for the Lumberjacks during 1936. A tie with Linfield at the 
first of the season was the only other blemish on the record. The Puget Sounders were conference second-place winners. 
Coach Sandberg's big worry at the start of· the season was to ·find a good kicking and passing, fullback. This he 
discovered in Bernard Remson, flashy colored Stockton Cal°ifornia boy. This completed one of the classiest all-around 
backfield quartets in CPS grid history. 
The iine was one of the strongest in the conference. All-conference Jess Dawkins, and Russ Perkins, guard and 
ce11.ter res~ectively, were the buh· ~• :~s of this forward wall. Halfback Alec Schwetz was the other SPS member of the all-
star eleven. 
Coach Louis Grant Coach Joey Mack 
YELL KINGS: Klemme, Kuting, Miller. 
LETTERMEN'S CLUB 
Football M61111&,,, 
Robert Bond 
B•ub•ll, 
Cameron McKinnon 
Bark,tbatl, 
Robert Sprenger 
Track 
Matiu, Bertholet 
Fronr rm~·: Piper. Giu$. Milrny. fiuddand, Mulltn. Bond. .Saond rctP· : M illibn , H:ai'ls. S=-ndvi1,:ttn , P<-rkins. Kimh3ll. Graham, McFad dtn. ThiTd '"• : 
K~atin~. Bntholtt. Fielder. H t nnifer. Gay. Pollock. Carpt,ntu, UnderhiH, Rrmson. Po$(, Hrtriclc, Motri~. 
Mayer Schwetz 
Dawkins Pata 
PUCET SOUND 26 FORT LEWIS 6 
In the curtain raiser of the 1936 grid schedule the Sandberg 
coached Logger eleven showed tremendous power and great possi-
bi Ii t ie s of a strong running attack . . Behind the de fen se of a st rong 
forward wall composed mostly of veterans, Schwetz, Mayer, Mel 
Miller and Remson ran around the Army boys just about as they 
pleased . 
PUCET SOUND 12 ALBANY 0 
Although the Loggers manhandled and pushed the invading 
Pirates all over the gridiron. the Albany eleven showed surprising 
goal-line defense and held the threatening Puget Sound grid 
machine to two tal lies : 
PUCET SOUND 7 LINFIELD 7 
Four times the Loggers were within the Linfield 10-yard line . 
Four times either a penalty or an incompleted forward pass balked 
the Maroon and White . Linfield scored first after Votaw had 
passed and -ran his team into position. CPS finally pushed over 
the tying score in the last of the third canto . Miller converted 
the tying tally. 
Piper Miller Hass 
PUGET SOUND Q WILLAMETTE 13 
Contrary to the scoreboard, most of this game was played 
in Willamette territory. The bigger, more experienced Bearcats, 
however, took advantage of their breaks to score twice. Alec 
Schwetz, Logger halfback, broke away for 65 yards and the 
longest run of the contest in the third canto. 
PUGET SOUND I 2 WHITMAN 0 
In the last game of the conference season, the loggers 
humbled the Missionaries by virtue of their superior running 
attack and more powerful line. Conference runner-up honors 
V."~re at stake. 
PUCET SOUND O CONZACA 8 
Figured to lose by four touchdowns, the Sandberg-co.ached 
aggregation stopped everything the Bulldogs had to offer in-
cluding All-Coast fullb,xk, George Karamatic. Superior Gonzaga 
~eserve strength spelled defeat to the Loggers. 
Wolford Rertholrr 
Miller Bower 
Gay Fielder 
PUCET SOUND 0 PORTLAND 14 
Playing against a powerful, fast and n:iore-experienced eleven 
the Puget Sounders were outclassed in this contest. At times, 
however, the Maroon and White outfit pushed deep into the 
enemy territory on a series of off-tackle reverses. 
PUCET SOUND 27 PACIFIC 6 
Featuring a sparkling aerial attack, brilliant running and 
downf ield blocking, the Sandberg-coached eleven made the most 
imposing showing of the entire season in this game. Th3 last play 
of the contest, a quintuple lateral play which gained 65 yards, was 
orobably the most spectacular seen in the Stadium bowl. 
Sulenes Kimball 
FOOTBALL SQUAD 
Co- r~pt~in Smith 
C-o-r.1p1a1n S~ndv,;:rn 
JOEY MACK, formerly head coach of Albany college, took over the basketball coaching duties at the start of the season. With such re-
turning lettermen as Otto Smith, Bruce Hetrick, Ralph Sandvigen, George 
Pollock, Erling Tollefson and Bud McFadden the CPS hoop quintet seemed 
set for its best year in a very long lean period of years. Three very prom-
ising yearlings: Bob Morris, Carl Smith, and Lyle Carpenter, completed the 
Logger casaba squad. 
In a pre-season game, the Maroon and White scored the greatest single 
triumph registered by a Logger quint in 10 years. It humbled the mighty 
Purple of the University of Washington's former All-American basket five 
by a 30-29 score in the Loggers' home gym . The Mackmen went on to 
take third place honors in the conference ladder. 
From then on the footsteps of the Logger five were dogged by repeated 
hard luck. Injuries to Sandvigen, Hetrick, Morris, and Bill Pate, who was 
claimed by tuberculosis, kept the Mackmen below par all season. At the 
end of the schedule there we're only seven men on the traveling squad . 
Sand;·igrn 
-
VARSITY 
LETTERMEN 
L~f t to right: 
Smith, Carl 
Tollefson, Erling 
Morris, Bob 
Hetrick, Bruce 
Pollock, George 
Smith, Otto 
Carpenter, Lyle 
Burkland at bat 
Inter-Collegiate co·;npetition 
TEAi\! : Coach Jor y Mack. Leo Yuckert, Larry Ragan. FTank Pulvanus, Ed Burkland. Mutt Okerlund . Kneeling: John Milroy, Bob Ramsey , Bob Jl.iorri~. 
7 t,,c/4 
" 
Piper, High Hurdles 
TRACK SCORES 
Puget Sound 63 
Puget Sound I 00 
Puget Sound 63 ½ 
Puget Sound 60 
British Columbia 67 
Willamette 30 
Whitman 66½ 
Bellingham Normal 70 
Remson, Pole Vault 
Perkins, High Jump 
Front rm,·: \X'eldon. Mtyer, Perkins, Kuting, McFadden, Remson, Smith . Fiper, Gius. Bt1ck. row: Bertholet, Myers (Managers) McDonald, Carpentu, 
Liddle, Dillon, Culbertson. 
• 
Howard Hass 
TEAM: Fisher, Enright, Anderson, Gunnersott 
Anderson, Gunnerson 
George Fisher 
Front rem: Bob Kemp, Herb Robbins. Bob McRae, Harbine Monrol'. Back ron·: Dr. Tomlinson, coach. Chuck Fishel, Mark Arnold, Gordon 
Tuell 
TENNIS SCORES 
Puget Sound 4 - Bellingham Normal 3 
Pu5et Sound 5 - Bellingham Normal 2 
Puget Sound 5 
Puget Sound 2 
Puget Sound 3 
Reed College 4 
Willamette 5 
Reed College 3 
Bob Swan 
.,. 
• 
Maynard Carlson 
Bruce Hetrick 
Carl Kuhl 
, 
Herb Hite 
FIRST on the intramura l program for 1937 was indoor baseball, 
which the Sigma Mu Chi aggregate 
won after playing off a tie with the 
Sigma Zeta Epsilon nine. The games 
throughout the entire schedule were 
close between the leaders, and the 
title was not decided until the very 
last game was pla;ed. 
The fight for the volley ball trophy 
was mostly between the Alpha Chi 
Nu defending champions and the Del-
ta Pi Omicrons: In the last and crucial 
match in the series the Chi Nus won 
out in three close games. 
Delta Pi Omicron basketball quin-
tet had little trouble from any team 
save the Mu Chi five, who finished 
second in the standings with one loss 
to the Omicrons. 
CHI NU INDOOR BASEBALL 
CHI NU VOLLEYBALL TEAM 
OM I CRON BASKETBALL 
OMICRON 'B' LEAGUE 
••• •♦A ""•♦ Watches 
v-5. 
Washington Building 
Congratulations Graduates-
Wishing you every success for the future. 
Remember-Success depends on your eyes 
0----------------b 
"9. Quarter of a Century" 
Serving Universities and Colleges 
of 
America 
Makes 
First Choice 
AWARD SWEATERS 
OLYMPIA, WASHINGTON 
COMPLIMENTS 
of 
Pessemiers' Bootery 
923 Broadway 
I. Miller, Peacock and Arch Preserver 
SHOES FOR WOMEN 
Stacy Adams, Johnston & Murphy 
and Bostonian 
SHOES FOR MEN 
~ 
~ 
u: 
(§ 
l 
t:i1 
Beautiful Photoi:!raohs. 
Hollywood Lightings-
A Personal Interest in 
Your Picture Problem 
INC. 
753 Broadway Tacoma, Wash. 
~ 
COSTUMES, TUXEDOS, DRESS SUITS 
NOVELTIES 
/1Jeaf C. ]kct~en 
926 ½ Broadway - MAin 486 1 
Pythian Temple 
WIGS HAIR GOODS MASKS 
TYPEWRITERS 
All Makes 
Sold and Rented 
The Stationers, Inc. 
926 Pac. Ave. 927 Comm. 
MA 2153 
Everything for Office and School 
A SERVICE OF REFINEMENT 
BUCKLEY KING CO. 
Funeral Directors 
Tacoma Avenue at South 1st BRoadway 2166 
---------------------------------~ 
Expert Cleaning, 
Dyeing, and 
Laundry 
City Dye w (())Jrks 
1014 So. Tac. Ave. MA. 1868 
'-'t----------------~ 
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc. 
910 BROADWAY 
KODAK FINISHING - ENLARGING AND COLORING - KODAK ALBUMS 
BAROMETERS AND THERMOMETERS - MICROSCOPES - FOUNTAIN PENS 
"YOUR KODAK HEADQUARTERS" 
~~·----~-----------------------~ 
.Q 
Many years of experience com-
bined with careful workmanship 
enable us to produce fine print-
ing for every requirement 
Allstrum Printing Co. 
Printing Ruling Binding 
Engraving 
940 Commerce St. MAin . 6768 
Graduation Suits· - Slacks 
Summer Sport Suits 
Sweaters - Shirts 
Ties 
and all sorts of furnishings 
• 
LA TEST STYLES 
LOWEST PRICES 
• 
The Eastern 
A Mens' Shop 
91 3 Broadway 
HERMAN JACOBS, Manager 
~ ~i_g---------------1/:, 
JEWELRY OF ALL KINDS 
ENGAGEMENT RINGS 
SILVERWARE 
MIEROWS 
JEWELERS 
1105 Broadway MAin 2446 
Since 1889 
d--------------~ -~---------------~-
The Home of Spalding Athletic Equipment 
lIJASUINGTON "A~DWA~~ COMPANY 
924 Pacific Avenue 
Builders Hardware 
FLOWERS 
that express your sentiment 
FARLEY'S 
FLORIST SHOP 
MAin 1129 Sixth & Anderson 
--------------~~ 
Mechanics Tools 
Deposits Insured by 
FEDERAL DEPOSIT 
INSURANCE CORPORATION 
Savings, Checking 
Money Orders 
Travelers Checks 
Safe Deposit Boxes. 
Central Bank 
Sixth Ave. and Pine MA. 9215 
u:-------------~ 
f:11--------------
Feift & Bachrach 
1113 Broadway 
Smart campus clothes 
here at all times 
Reasonably Priced 
HOME 
ELECTRIC 
CO. 
+ + 
+ + 
1316-18 A St. 
------------" 
THE HOME OF DISTINCTIVE-
BUT NOT EXPENSIVE FURNITURE 
" KAUFMAN - LEONARD CO. 
Opposite the Postoffice MAin 1103 
"-------------------------~ 
J-lay den-~ atson 
... ~lorists ... 
H. A. KLOEPPER, Prop. 
We Telegraph Flowers 
256 So. 1 1 th Phone MAi n 0300 
Geo. B. Guyles Harold N. Mann 
J.C. Guyles ~ Co. 
INSURANCE - SURETY BONDS 
207 Puget Sound Bank Building 
MAIN 3131 
------------~ d------------
Weyerhaeuser 
Timber Company 
WEST COAST 
FOREST PRODUCTS 
Logged Off Land 
for 
Agricultural 
or 
Recreational Use 
'tJl~-----------
SAVINGS & LOANS 
Start your financial independence early by saving with us 
If you borrow for a home get our monthly payment plan 
Tacoma Savings & Loan Association 
Ninth and A Streets 
~------------
Theodore Gaffney 
Mortuary 
Yakima at Tenth Tacoma 
MAin 9414 
1$l-------~-----
TRA VELING. NECESSITIES 
"Leather Novelties 
a Specialty" 
Tacoma 
Trunk Co. 
917 Broadway 
CHARLES A. GREEN, 0. D. 
254 
So. Eleventh 
Street 
CHARLES A. GREEN JR., 0. D. 
GREENS 
OPTOMETRISTS 
for Your Eyes 
DIAGNOSIS 
CORRZCTION 
A N D 
TBAINING 
Tacoma, Wasf:lington 
Telephone 
MAin 
6816 
COMPLIMENTS OF 
TACOMA'S OLDEST AND LARGEST BANK 
• 
The National Bank of Tacoma 
Member of 
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation 
INSURED DEPOSITS 
Insured Deposits in this Mutual Savings Bank means that your money is 
absolutely safe and you can get it any time you want it-
Fl RST UNITED MUTUAL SAVINGS 
On 11th Street BANK In the Rust Building 
Member of Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation 
~---------------------------~ 
ELECTRIFY---
-the world with your knowledge! 
-your parents with your grades! 
-· and your KITCHEN, 
as soon as you have one. 
TACOMA LIGJ-IT 
I RA S. DAVISSON, Commissioner 
HOTEL 
9th & Broadway 
Compliments of 
WINTHROP 
BRoadway 2141 
Class and Fraternity Pins 
a Specialty 
Sprenger & Jones Co. 
JEWELERS 
1147 Broadway Tacoma 
d------------:AI 
Cl 
g 
ell 
QI 
i( 
'Don's -pa900a 
Best of Food- - Best Place for College Students 
• 
PLAN FOR A PARTY AT DON'S 
DINE-DANCE- ENTERTAINMENT 
South Tacoma Way 
At 38th 
Campi iments of a Friend 
and Student 
DALE FORKENBROCK 
Now Associated with 
Cassady & 8llen Co. 
Funeral Directors 
1224 So. I St. 
jg 
Smith Pharmacy 
Agents for DI GESTUM 
good for indigestion 
FREE DELIVERY SERVICE 
6th & St. Helens Ave. BR. 2430 
wr.---------------'i) 
Whether with a "Date" 
or :'Stag" 
the best answer to 
"Where Shall We Go to Eat?" 
is f 
St1C01[1[Y'S 
North 1st and Tacoma Avenue 
RPPLING 
PLUMBING 
AND 
H.flRDW.flRE 
co. 
2905 Sixth Ave. 
BRoadway 2823 
COLLEGE STUDENTS 
Buy your Snappy Clothes 
Here 
~ 
DRURY the Tailor 
--------------~ 
-------------------------------------------=---o 
To The Young Men Who Will Soon Start: 
In Business ... 
A BANK ACCOUNT wilr help you when you start 
in business and that help will grow as your 
business grows. We will. be glad to confer with you 
on your financial problems and help you establish 
a firm foundation. You'll like the friendliness and 
helpfulness that you find here. 
Purl ~cuul l1!atiMaL {;aui 
Main Office: l l 19 Pacific Avenue 
Broadway Branch: 953 Broadway 
ft-------~-------2!2 
THE RED & WHITE STORES 
- - - -- - - - - ---
The Sign of a Dependable Store 
Sponsored by 
West Coast Grocery 
Tacoma Aberdeen Chehalis 
Olympia Puyallup 
Ketchikan - Juneau 
we,._ _____________ \l;S 
MARCELLI NG FACIALS 
FINGER WAVING 
Permanent Waving Ladies' H9ir Cutting 
Helen's Beauty Salon 
Special Hair Dress for Members of 
Graduating Class-50c 
2711 Sixth Avenue Tacoma 
MAin 5260 
Lincoln Branch: 3808 So. Yakima 
GAS 
The Modern Fuel 
for 
COOKING 
WATER HEATING 
REFRIGERATION 
HOUSE HEATING 
WASHINGTON 
CAS & ELECTRIC 
COMPANY 
Tacoma, Everett, Olympia, Auburn 
Puyallup, Sumner, Aberdeen, 
Hoquiam, Montesano, Centralia, 
Chehalis 
G~ADUATION i 
CALLS FOR THE BEST 
. .. Mentally and Physically 
MENTALITY is within your-self-we can't help you 
there; but we can do something 
for you physically by improving 
your appearance greatly with one 
of our 
CUSTOM-MADE 
SUITS 
BRAD-LEE 
Men's Wear 
Hotel Winthrop 
Corner 9th and Broadway 
"'--------------~ (i': _____________ _,w 
CANDIES OF DISTINCTION 
BROWN & HflLEY 
Chocolates 
and 
Almond Roca 
B~OWN & ~AUY 
Tacoma 
SAVE SOMETHING 
FOR SOMETHING 
And SAVE with that permanently insured SAFETY 
this association presents. We will be happy to 
explain the PFF INSURED SAVINGS PROGRAM. 
Get all the facts 
We are INSURED because we are SAFE 
We are SAFE because we are INSURED 
PACIFIC flRST fEDER~'AL 
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION Of' TACOMA 
SAVE PACIFIC FIRST FEDERAL -BORROW PACIFIC FIRST FEDERAL 
YOU SAVE - BOTH WAYS 
Pacific Savings Bldg., Tacoma 
The Strength of One . . . The Strength of Al I 
Branch offices: PORTLAND-SEATTLE-BELLINGHAM-EUGENE 
Operttting Under Chttrter ttnd Supervisicn of the U. S. Government 
' ' ' ' ' Meet with the Gang 
at 
~~ '13urpees" 
' 
6th Ave. and Pine MAin 5042 • 
----------------~ 
l 
LANDIS 
Shoe Re-Building Co. 
706 St . Helens 
RALPH TROVANI Phone 
Proprietor MAin 6318 
I!) ~i--------------
Complete Stock of Supplies 
FOR BOATS AND YACHTS 
Fishing Tackle that "gets 'em"_ 
PAINTS - HARDWARE - ROPE 
SKIS and SKI CLOTHING 
T acotna Marine 
Supply Co. 
11th & A St. BR. 3224 
Cl---------~--_g 
Q---------------
TACOMA SECRETARIAL 
SCHOOL 
Medical Arts Bldg. MAin 1421 
Shorthand, Typing, Accounting, 
Office Machines, Etc. 
LYLE LEMLEY, Pres. 
RADIO'S FINEST PROGRAMS 
ARE ALWAYS AVAILABLE TO 
YOU OVER KVI, THE PUGET 
SOUND STATION 
KVI 
TACOMA - SEATTLE 
570 Kilocycles 
Affiliated with 
THE COLUMBIA 
BROADCASTING SYSTEM 
[gl.•····························································································································································~te:1 
1 
Specialists in Producing School Annuals 
1 
JOHNSON - COX COMPANY 
726 Pacific Avenue - Tacoma - BRoadway 2238 
- -
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Tl;;; 
193& 
The l'arnanawa ~. 
Library 
2::i;) J9 
C • }_ 
23309 
c.l 
College of Puget Sound 
Tacoma, Washington 
1. This book is due on the latest date 
on the slip opposite this pocket, unless it 
is a Reserve Book. 
2. Reserve Books may be borrowed only 
for overnight after 4 P.M., due 8:30 the 
next school morning. 
~ 

